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1. Abstract 
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a major cause of cancer mortality; loss of the Apc gene is an 
early step in the formation of CRC. 
 
A new computational model of the colonic crypt has been developed to simulate the effects 
of Apc loss.  The model includes a region of flat mucosa, which has not previously been 
considered in the context of Apc loss. 
 
The model suggests that Apc loss confers a survival advantage at the crypt mouth which 





2.1 Biological Background 
The human large intestine consists of an epithelial monolayer forming the flat mucosal 
surface, punctuated by glands known as the crypts of Lieberkuhn (Fig 1A).  These crypts 
are the functional unit of the colonic epithelium, supporting the rapid turnover of cells in the 
organ through constant division and differentiations of stem cells located at their base: as 
such the perturbation of their turnover and inappropriate accumulation of cells is implicated 
in formation of colorectal cancer (CRC) (1).  Identifying these underlying homeostatic 
processes is therefore crucial in understanding the pathophysiology of colorectal disease. 
 
A human colonic crypt contains approximately 2500 cells, or colonocytes (2). There is a 
stem cell compartment at the base of the crypt which is estimated  to comprise around 10 
cells (3) which are purple in Fig 1A. Cells exiting the stem cell compartment (variously called 
transit amplifying cells or proliferating cells, light blue in the figure) account for around 25% 
of cells in the crypt (4).  Fully differentiated cells include water-absorbing colonocytes (red) 
which compose roughly 75% of differentiated cells, mucus secreting goblet (green) cells 
which account for roughly 24% of differentiated cells and hormone secreting 
enteroendocrine cells (yellow) which differentiate directly from stem cells rather than from 
transit amplifying cells and account for less than 1% of differentiated cells (2, 5).   
 
Cell proliferation and differentiation along the crypt axis is governed by a gradient of Wnt3, 
being strongest at the bottom of the crypt where proliferation rates are highest (6).  This 
proliferation is balanced by anoikis - a form of cell death occurring when a cell loses contact 
with the basement membrane (7).  It is thought to occur at the top of the crypt where cells 
are shed into the intestinal lumen as a normal physiological process maintaining cellular 
homeostasis in the tissue (8).   In normal tissue a constant cycle of cell proliferation and loss 
results in a homeostatic condition where the entire crypt (stem cells aside) is turned over 
every 4-7 days in humans (9). 
 
Abnormalities in these cell replacement processes are strongly implicated as the earliest 
stages in CRC development.  Loss of function of the tumour-suppressor protein Apc due to 
mutation is a known step in early carcinogenesis (1).  The changes in cell properties due to 
Apc loss are characterised in-vitro but their overall effect on crypt dynamics is not well 
understood. 
 
There are two main effects of Apc loss on epithelial cells.  The first effect is upregulation of 
proliferation due to activation of the Wnt pathway.  APC forms a destruction complex for く-
catenin preventing it from accumulating in the nucleus where it upregulates proliferative 
genes.  WNT3 acts by binding APC and preventing it from forming the beta-catenin 
destruction complex thus allowing beta-catenin to accumulate and migrate to the nucleus, 
loss of the Apc gene prevents the beta-catenin destruction complex from forming which 
allows beta-catenin to accumulate in the same manner as if the Wnt pathway were activated.  
This leads to cells proliferating in a similar manner to cells in a high WNT environment 
regardless of the actual level of WNT available (10). 
 
く-catenin is also known to be vital for cell-cell adhesion (11) and this can also be regulated 
by Apc based destruction.  Loss of Apc leads to more く-catenin being available to form cell 
adherens junctions and therefore stronger cell-cell adhesion.   Adhesive interactions with the 
extra cellular matrix may affect the process of anoikis.  An increase in adhesion with the 
extra cellular matrix may also lead to an increased amount of drag on passively migrating 
epithelial cells. 
 
We hypothesise that these mechanical changes will result in mutated cells displaying 
different behaviour to wild-type cells, in particular at the crypt mouth. 
 
 
2.2 Computational Modelling 
The dynamic nature of the processes within the crypt means that they are impossible to 
study through traditional experimental methods.  Biopsies and animal models can only 
provide snapshots of the crypt at a single moment in time and extrapolating from one 
timepoint to another is challenging due to the emergent nature of certain processes.  Due to 
these difficulties, the crypt is an attractive target for computational methods.  A range of 
computational models have been applied to crypt dynamics, which vary in terms of their 
basic assumptions, underlying methodologies, and degree of spatial resolution. 
 
Compartment models (Tomlinson et al (12), Smallbone et al (13)) consider the composite 
behaviour of different populations of cells within the crypt and implement rules governing the 
growth and interactions between these populations in the form of ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs).  The crypt has also been modelled as a continuum (14)  using partial 
differential equations to represent the spatial distribution of the different cell compartments.  
In this context, cells are still modelled as populations rather than discrete entities.  The first 
models to consider cells as individual entities were lattice based models - an approach still in 
use due to its computational efficiency (4).  Here the crypt is modelled as a lattice, or grid, 
where each lattice point or node can be occupied by a cell.  The limitation here is that cells 
can only move from space to space in discrete jumps meaning realistic intercellular 
interactions cannot be modelled.  This limitation can be overcome by using a more complex 
modelling paradigm such as the Cellular Potts method, which was used to show that Ephrine 
signalling can cause cells to sort into spatially distinct regions within the crypt (15).  However 
these models have the disadvantage of being computationaly expensive. 
 
Agent-based models (ABMs) represent cells as free agents moving in space (16).  Each cell 
acts as an independent agent with no globally overarching control.  This approach is 
appealing for biological modelling as it captures the nature of biological cells as individual 
autonomous entities that can respond to signalling cues, and also allows the modeller to 
capture the important concept of intercellular heterogeneity (17). 
 
In most existing models, cell death is not explicitly related to a biological mechanism, but 
attempts to capture phenomenologically the known behaviour that cells predominantly die at 
the top of the crypt.  For instance, a deterministic cell death rule is activated as soon as a 
cell reaches the top of the crypt (16) or cells die stochastically with a probability that 
increases towards the crypt top (4). 
 
Mirams et al (18) developed an agent based model to study the effects of Apc gene mutation 
on the crypt.  Increased proliferation, a larger proliferative compartment for Apc-/- (i.e. both 
copies of the Apc gene have been mutated) cells and a stronger basement membrane 
attachment for Apc -/- cells were modelled and placed in competition with wild type cells 
within a crypt.  Survival advantages were found for all three effects of Apc loss.  The 
geometry of the crypt mouth was not modelled and cell death was modelled by a rule which 
removed any cell that reached the top of the crypt, as such it was impossible to model the 
interaction between Apc loss and Anoikis. 
 
Dunn et al (19) used an agent based model to examine the role of the basement membrane 
in crypt formation and also included the concept of anoikis.  The model predicted that whilst 
anoikis did occur at the crypt mouth, it also occurred throughout the crypt and was most 
prominent at the crypt base.  As such, there was no significant cell migration in the simulated 
crypt and a phenomenological rule dictating cell death at the crypt mouth had to be 
introduced to give rise to the correct migration behaviour. 
 
Previously we have developed an ABM to study homeostatic processes within the crypt (20).  
This model extended earlier work by explicitly modelling the crypt mouth for the first time and 
including rules to simulate anoikis.  Unlike the only previous study (19) to include anoikis this 
model was able to correctly predict the localisation of anoikis to the crypt mouth by 
incorporating a more accurate model of the cell geometry.  Another prediction of this model 
was that anoikis regulates cellularity within the crypt and is a key homeostatic process.  As 
suggested by biological experiment (21), anoikis rates emergently matched proliferation 
rates and constrained the crypt to a steady state under all test conditions.  Changes in 
proliferation rates did lead to changes in the steady state equilibrium point for cellularity 
which displayed non-linearities and we hypothesise that these processes may be sensitive to 
the effects of Apc mutation.  We were motivated to study the crypt mouth in order to fulfil our 
longer term aim of developing a multi-crypt model including a representation of the flat 
mucosa between adjacent crypts. 
 
It has been shown that mutations in a crypt cell can become permanently fixed in the crypt 
through a process called monoclonal conversion (Fig 1B).  The influence of Apc loss on this 
process is not fully understood and the interaction of Apc loss, monoclonal conversion and 
anoikis has not previously been investigated. 
 
We sought to extend our ABM (20) in order to explore the consequences of Apc loss on the 
crypt’s homeostatic mechanisms.  We added rules for mutated cells and code to track 
populations of such cells as described in section 3. 
  
3. Materials and Methods 
An agent based model was used to investigate the interaction of Apc mutation, monoclonal 
conversion, and anoikis.  Unlike previous crypt models it explicitly includes a representation 
of anoikis and a realistic representation of the morphology of the crypt top.  Details of this 
model are available in our previous paper (20) and a summary is presented below: 
 
In the model each cell is represented by a software agent which behaves according to its 
own internal state and known biological signals, with no global control.  Cells move in three 
dimensions due to a number of forces acting upon them.  The main force is that of cell-cell 
repulsion which causes the majority of movement within the crypt.  This is modelled as a 
pairwise damped spring system obeying Eq. 1. 
 
F = ((r1 + r2 - |p1 – p2|) * ((p1 – p2) / |p1 – p2|) * k) iff |p1 – p2| < r1 + r2   (1) 
 
Where k is a constant determining the strength of the force, p1 and p2 are the locations of 
the two cells, and r1 and r2 are the radii of the two cells (Fig 1C).  Neglecting inertial effects 
(i.e. assuming a dmaped spring model where momentum from the previous timestep can be 
ignored) the velocity of the cell is then determined solely from this force (16). 
 
The agents progress through a simple cell cycle that incorporates quiescence, growth, and 
division depending on time and location within the crypt.  This is based on the niche 
hypothesis (22) of cell function within the crypt and is driven by a simulated gradient of 
WNT3.  The length of the growth phase (G1) for each cell is individually stochastically 
sampled from a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation taken from the 
literature (6), the timespan of the quiescent (G0) and division (M) phases are simple 
timespans which are identical across all cells and sourced in the same way as the value for 
growth phase. 
 
An additional force represented using the damped spring model described by Eq. 2 and of 
the same form as Eq 1 acts to keep cells in contact with the basement membrane. In the 
event that cells are forced away from the membrane, anoikis is induced when a threshold 
separation is reached. 
 
F = (p1 – pb) * kb          (2) 
 
Where kb is the parameter controlling the strength of attachment to the basement 
membrane, p1 is the location of the cell, and pb is the location of the closest point on the 
membrane to p1 (Fig 1C). 
 
The existing model was extended to allow mutated cells to be included, and particular 
properties (quiescent time, membrane attachment strength, and cell drag) varied depending 
on whether cell agents have those properties tagged as mutated or wldtype.  Mutated 
properties are inherited by daughter cells following cell division. 
 
The model results in a three-dimensional simulation of the crypt where cells originate in a 
small stem cell compartment at the bottom of the crypt and flow up to the flat mucosa, 
undergoing a period of rapid proliferation.  Our previous paper showed the existing model is 
in good agreement with other models of the crypt and displays phenomena such as 
monoclonal conversion and passive migration of cells (16, 20, 22-25). 
 
A number of in-silico experiments were undertaken using this model.  In each case the 
simulation was run for a thousand timesteps, with each timestep corresponding to 30 
seconds of biological time, to achieve a stable homeostatic condition before a single 
randomly selected cell near the crypt base was “mutated”, as described in the previous 
paragraph.  The size and spatial locations of the population of mutated cells was then 
tracked through the rest of the simulation.  Total simulation time was equivalent to ~1 year of 
biological time.  Each simulation was repeated ten times to account for stochasticity due to 
cell cycle times being sampled from a normal distribution to reflect biological reality. 
 
Parameter values for the experiments were identical to those used in our previous paper 
(20), where a number of parameters were tested including mean cell cycle time and the 
attachment force parameter.  In that study, the median values of a 30 hour mean cell cycle 
time and a 0.001 (unitless) attachment force were used. 
 
Here, we describe five virtual experiments assessing the impact of different aspects of Apc 
mutation on the crypt. 
 
Experiment 1 studies the behaviour of a wild-type clonal population originating from a single 
cell with no mutation effects to provide a baseline for comparison. 
 
Experiment 2 investigates the effects of increased adhesion of Apc mutated cells to the 
basement membrane.  To do this the adhesion parameter of a single cell was increased ten-
fold and this new value was inherited by any daughter cells upon division.  The clonal 
population arising from this cell was then tracked throughout the simulation. 
Experiment 3 examines the effects of increased cell drag from the basement membrane on 
Apc mutated cells.  This was achieved by halving the velocity arising from the repulsive force 
between cells at each timestep for any cell in the clonal population of the original mutated 
cell, again this clonal population was tracked throughout the simulation. 
Experiment 4 looked at the effect of reducing the quiescent time of stem cells in Apc 
mutation.  In this experiment the initial mutant cell had its quiescent time reduced to 10%.  
Again the clonal population generated by this cell was tracked throughout the simulation. 
Experiment 5 combined the three previously studied effects by modifying a single cell to 
have all three mutation effects and tracking its clonal offspring throughout the simulation. 
4. Results 
 
4.1 General properties and behaviours of a clonal population in the model crypt 
The first experiment created a “neutral” mutation which could be tracked but did not confer 
any changes to the properties of the mutated cells.  This was used as a baseline to 
determine the expected cell counts for a clonal population arising from a single cell. 
 
An example of the crypt with this mutation is shown in Figure 2Ai.  Red cells are wild-type 
and black cells are mutated.  Small groups of neutrally mutated cells emerge from the stem 
cell niche and enter the proliferating compartment where they expand into small streams of 
cells in the expected ribbon pattern seen in biological experiments (26).  This ribbon occurs 
as cells are being produced rapidly in an environment containing a directed flow, this is 
somewhat analogous to injecting smoke into a moving airflow.  The clonal population dies 
out over time due to the phenomenon of monoclonal conversion which has been thoroughly 
examined in previous studies (18, 24). 
 
Figure 2Aii shows the number of neutrally mutated stem cells in the crypt and in the flat 
mucosa with Fig 2Aiii showing the percentages of crypt and flat mucosal cells which are 
neutrally mutated.  From these data, it can be seen that a small clonal population arises in 
the crypt and persists for a period of time before dying out.  It is also evident that the 
population in the flat mucosa lags that of the crypt population as expected from the fact that 
cells arise in the crypt and then migrate to the mucosa.  Error bars give a baseline for the 
variance due to simulation stochasticity of a clonal population of wild type cells in the crypt 
allowing comparisons to be drawn with mutated cells in later simulations.  Finally the neutral 
mutation did not approach crypt dominance in any of the simulations (Table 1), suggesting 
that this cell location cannot give rise to a dominant population without some change 
conferring an advantage in niche succession. 
 
4.2 Individual and cumulative effects of Apc-loss phenotype 
 
The second simulation series created a mutation which increased the mutated cells’ 
adhesion to the basement membrane of the crypt.  Fig 2Bi shows a snapshot of the 
simulation with this mutation.  From this image (which is typical of the series) it can be seen 
that mutated cells are the majority of cells in the flat mucosa and also form small clusters 
whilst in the crypt. 
 
Fig 2Bii shows counts of mutated cells in the crypt and in the flat mucosa over time and Fig 
2Biii shows the percentage of crypt cells which are mutated in green and the percentage of 
mutated mucosal cells in blue.  Both figures show that the flat mucosa supports a much 
larger population of mutated cells than in the case of neutral mutation which suggests that 
an increase in basement attachment confers a major advantage to cells in the flat mucosa. 
 
Figs 2Bii and iii also show that there was a small increase in the counts and percentages of 
mutated cells in the crypt compared to the neutral mutation, along with an increased 
variance.  The raw data shows a single simulation run with approximately 50% mutated cells 
at the end and the mutated line being extinct in the other nine runs, additionally the mean 
time to mutant population extinction was longer in the other nine runs than in the simulations 
with a neutral mutation (Table 1). 
 
A set of simulations were run where mutated cells were assigned a reduced cell-cell 
repulsion force to simulate the additional drag caused by increased membrane adhesion.  A 
visualisation of a typical crypt from this run can be seen in Fig. 2Ci.  This visualisation shows 
that cells with this mutation tend to form a small number of large clusters instead of many 
small groups, as was observed in the case of non-mutated cells. 
 
Figure 2Cii shows the counts of mutated cells in the crypt and flat mucosa, Fig 2Ciii shows 
this data as percentages of cells mutated.  These data show that crypt mutated cell counts 
are larger than for the neutral mutation, equating to a major survival advantage in the crypt.  
The graphs also show a very large standard deviation across these simulations.  This can be 
explained by the fact that three of the ten crypt simulations resulted in predictions that the 
crypt would be 100% mutated by the end point whereas in the other seven runs the mutated 
population became extinct (Table 1).  Additionally the mutated crypts had twice the cell 
count of the wild-type crypts. 
 
The increases in mutated cell counts / percentages and variance can also be seen in the flat 
mucosa.  These populations track the crypt population with a time lag as seen for the 
mutated populations in the neutral mutation experiments. 
  
The fourth experiment investigated the effect of reducing the duration of the quiescent period 
in mutated stem cells, which is also believed to be an effect of Apc mutation [2].  Fig. 2Di is 
a snapshot taken from a crypt during this simulation.  As can be seen a large continuous 
ribbon of mutated cells stretches from the niche to the crypt mouth, a phenomenon also 
observed in-vivo (26). 
 
Figs 2Dii and 2Diii show mutated stem counts and proportion of cells mutated for both crypt 
and flat mucosa.  This shows that in all simulations the crypt became 100% mutated after 
approximately 50 days (Table 1).  There was a larger variability than the neutral mutation 
during the mutant population expansion phase.  These data clearly show that quiescence 
reduction confers a major advantage in the stem cell niche. 
 
A large increase in the percentage of mutated cells within the flat mucosa is also apparent.  
This expansion within the flat mucosa followed expansion within the crypt in a similar 
manner to the neutral mutation.  The mutated population did not occupy more than 70% of 
the flat mucosa despite the crypt supplying a constant stream of mutated cells into the 
mucosa. 
 
The final set of simulations combined the three effects previously examined individually to 
represent the range of known effects of Apc loss.  A visualisation of a typical crypt with this 
mutation can be seen in Figure 2Ei.  This shows all three effects in evidence: the niche has 
been colonised by mutant cells which form a very dense cluster and send a dense ribbon of 
mutated cells up the crypt while the flat mucosa has a large population of mutated cells.  In 
addition the three effects are complementary. 
 
These phenomenological observations are borne out by Fig 2Eii and Fig 2Eiii which show 
counts and percentage mutated respectively for both the crypt and the flat mucosa.  These 
data show that the mutation causes dominance in the niche which leads to the crypt 
becoming entirely populated with mutated cells.  This takeover of the crypt occurs faster than 
with just the quiescent mutation, being completed in approximately 30 days in this case 
(Table 1).  The cell count data show that mutated crypts are much denser than wild type 
crypts associated with the neutral mutation, or arising from the simulations where the 
mutation affects quiescence alone. 
 
The data also show that the flat mucosa becomes populated by approximately 95% mutated 
cells, which is a much higher percentage than for either the adhesion effect or quiescent 
effect alone.  The time lag between crypt and flat mucosa infiltration was also reduced 
compared to previous simulations, with the exception of the adhesion-only mutation.  



















Mean time to 
mutant 
domination (d) 
Neutral 0 68.5 0 N/A 
Adhesion 1 87.3 0 N/A 
Quiescence 10 N/A 10 48.8 
Apc 10 N/A 10 31.8 
  Table 1 Population extinctions across simulations 
5. Discussion 
Our results indicate that all three phenotypic alterations associated with Apc loss are 
selectively advantageous individually but with distinct effects.  The combined Apc mutation 
results in a greater increase in mutated cell numbers than any of the individual mutations.  A 
number of the results are non-intuitive and worth further examination: 
 
 The adhesion change caused more mutated cells in the flat mucosa than in the crypt 
and appeared to give a small advantage in the stem cell niche 
 The drag increase created very large standard deviation across the repeats and large 
increases in crypt cellularity 
 Both quiescent time reduction and combined Apc mutation resulted in very large 
increases in mutated cell counts with very low standard deviations 
 Apc mutation showed the separate events complementing each other 
 
The adhesion change caused more mutated cells in the flat mucosa than in the crypt and 
appeared to give a small advantage in the niche – Fig 2B 
There appeared to be a small advantage in the niche for cells with this phenotype, as in one 
of the ten simulations mutated cells were still alive at the end of the simulation compared to 
zero in ten for the neutral mutation.  Additionally, in the nine simulations where the mutated 
population became extinct, survival was extended compared to the case for the neutral 
mutation simulations.  The cause of this advantage is currently unclear, as niche processes 
are not affected by adhesion changes.  A plausible hypothesis is that mutated cells in the flat 
mucosa cause additional downward pressure on the side of the crypt with the mutated stem 
cells which would act to prevent migration out of the niche, a similar mechanism to that 
found by Mirams et al (18). 
 
Adhesion favours mutated cells in the flat mucosa due to the role of anoikis, which is 
confined to the flat mucosa in the model in an emergent behaviour which has been explored 
previously (20).  A cell dies whenever it loses contact with the basement membrane.  As 
such, cells which are more tightly bound to the basement membrane will be less likely to 
undergo anoikis. 
 
Additionally the flat mucosa will consist of a mix of strongly-bound mutated cells and more 
weakly-bound wildtype cells.  In this situation the mutated cells will tend to push the wildtype 
cells off the basement membrane and thus can survive for much longer in the flat mucosa 
than normal cells. 
 
Whilst anoikis has recently been shown to be an active process, with cells signalling 
neighbouring cells to push them out (21), loss of contact with the basement membrane is still 
required and thus increased adhesion would slow this process in the manner captured by 
the rules of the model used in this study. 
 
This advantage of mutated cells in the flat mucosa may act as a previously undiscovered 
process for mutations becoming fixed without directly dominating via monoclonal conversion.  
This is apparent from the fact that the mutated cells were swept out of the crypt in nine out of 
the ten repeat simulations and yet survived in large numbers in the flat mucosa in all ten 
simulations, often long after dying out from the crypt itself.  This may allow mutated cells to 
spread through the flat mucosa and affect neighbouring crypts. 
 
The drag increase resulted in large increases in crypt cellularity but with large variations 
across repeat simulations, Fig 2C 
The very large standard deviation associated with the drag force effect has two key causes.  
The first is that cell populations with this mutation have an advantage in terms of monoclonal 
conversion.  This is demonstrated in that three out of ten simulations have a mutated 
population that never dies out, as opposed to zero out of ten in the baseline case.  This 
advantage is likely caused by a combination of cells with this mutation effect tending to form 
groups due to the increased drag compared to wild-type cells, increased compression due to 
drag forces allowing higher cell densities than wild-type cells, and increased drag forces 
making it harder for mutated cells to be swept out of the crypt than wild-type cells. 
 
The second cause of the large standard deviation of this mutation effect is that the extra 
compression leads to the mutant dominant crypts having more cells than wildtype dominant 
crypts which further amplifies the difference between simulations where mutated cells 
dominate and simulations where the mutated population is swept out. 
 
Both the change in quiescent time and the combined Apc mutation had very consistent 
effects Fig 2D 
The small standard deviation in the cases of both quiescent time reduction and Apc mutation 
is due to the advantage that a shorter quiescent phase gives in the monoclonal conversion 
fight in both these cases.  In both experiments the mutated populations quickly dominated 
the crypt in all ten simulations.  This causes very little variability across the repeats. 
 
The most striking effect of quiescent time reduction was the advantage it conferred to the 
mutated cells in the niche.  A neutral mutation at this location was always swept out whereas 
a mutation resulting in a reduced quiescent phase never was.  This effect causes mutated 
stem cells to divide fast enough to replace any cells which are swept out of the niche, while 
wildtype cells are not always able to replace swept out cells.  This process inevitably leads to 
niche succession by the mutated stem cells. 
 
Apc mutation showed the separate effects complementing each other Fig 2E 
The combined Apc simulation showed that the separate effects reinforced each other.  One 
outcome of these complementary effects is the large increase in cellularity seen within the 
crypt.  This is due to the drag effect allowing more cells to fit in a single crypt combined with 
the mutant dominated niche providing a constant supply of mutated cells at a higher rate 
than the wildtype. 
 
Another outcome is that the flat mucosa was ultimately 95% mutated.  This is due to a 
combination of the additional adhesion conferring an advantage to the mutated cells in the 
flat mucosa and the niche succession providing a ready supply of fresh mutated cells from 
the crypt below.  This combination of effects also accounts for the reduced lag between 
mutated populations in the crypt and those in the flat mucosa.  The adhesion advantage 
causes the effects of mutated cells rising up from the crypt below the mucosa to manifest 
much more quickly. 
 
This work could be extended in two main directions.  Firstly it would be possible to model 
other mutations and perform a similar analysis for them.  This could take the form of either 
two cells with different mutations arising spontaneously in the crypt or of a single cell 
undergoing two successive mutations.  The second direction for future work will be to model 
a patch of multiple crypts connected by flat mucosa.  This will allow predictions to be made 




In conclusion, a model of the colonic crypt including novel features of anoikis and accurate 
geometry was used to investigate the effect of Apc loss on cells within the crypt.  A number 
of non-intuitive results arose from the simulations carried out with our extended crypt model: 
 
 The increase in cell-membrane adhesion seen in Apc mutation allows mutated cells 
to live indefinitely in the flat mucosa and may be a previously unknown method of 
mutation fixation 
 Increases in cell drag forces due to strong contact with the basement membrane 
confers an advantage in the monoclonal method of mutation fixation and also results 
in grouping of mutated cells 
 Reduction in the quiescent time of mutated stem cells confers a large advantage on 
the mutated cells in the monoclonal method of mutation fixation 
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Q┌;ﾐデｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Cヴ┞ヮデ ;ﾐS SデWﾏ CWﾉﾉ E┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW Nﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ ;ﾐS NWﾗヮﾉ;ゲデｷI H┌ﾏ;ﾐ Cﾗﾉﾗﾐく CWﾉﾉ 
RWヮﾗヴデゲく ヲヰヱヴきΒふヴぶぎΓヴヰどΑく 
ヴく Bヴ;┗ﾗ Rが A┝WﾉヴﾗS DEく A I;ﾉｷHヴ;デWS ;ｪWﾐデどH;ゲWS Iﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa ゲデﾗIｴ;ゲデｷI IWﾉﾉ S┞ﾐ;ﾏｷIゲ ｷﾐ 
ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ Iﾗﾉﾗﾐ Iヴ┞ヮデゲ ┌ゲWa┌ﾉ aﾗヴ ｷﾐ ゲｷﾉｷIﾗ W┝ヮWヴｷﾏWﾐデゲく TｴWﾗヴWデｷI;ﾉ Bｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ;ﾐS MWSｷI;ﾉ 
MﾗSWﾉﾉｷﾐｪく ヲヰヱンきヱヰぎヲヴく 
ヵく CｴWﾐｪ Hが LWHﾉﾗﾐS CPく Oヴｷｪｷﾐが DｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS RWﾐW┘;ﾉ ﾗa ヴ M;ｷﾐ EヮｷデｴWﾉｷ;ﾉどCWﾉﾉ T┞ヮWゲ ｷﾐ 
Mﾗ┌ゲW Sﾏ;ﾉﾉ IﾐデWゲデｷﾐWく AﾏWヴｷI;ﾐ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa Aﾐ;デﾗﾏ┞く ヱΓΑヴきヱヴヱふヴぶく 
ヶく PﾗデデWﾐ CSく SデWﾏ IWﾉﾉゲ ｷﾐ ｪ;ゲデヴﾗｷﾐデWゲデｷﾐ;ﾉ WヮｷデｴWﾉｷ┌ﾏぎ ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴゲが Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷIゲ ;ﾐS SW;デｴく 
PｴｷﾉﾗゲﾗヮｴｷI;ﾉ Tヴ;ﾐゲ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW Rﾗ┞;ﾉ SﾗIｷWデ┞ BどBｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ SIｷWﾐIWゲく ヱΓΓΒきンヵンふヱンΑヰぶぎΒヲヱどンヰく 
Αく FヴｷゲIｴ SMが Fヴ;ﾐIｷゲ Hく Dｷゲヴ┌ヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa EヮｷデｴWﾉｷ;ﾉ CWﾉﾉどM;デヴｷ┝ IﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ ｷﾐS┌IWゲ Aヮﾗヮデﾗゲｷゲく 
Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa CWﾉﾉ Bｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞く ヱΓΓヴきヱヲヴふヴぶぎヶヱΓどヲヶく 
Βく H;┌ゲﾏ;ﾐﾐ Mが LW┌Iｴデ Kが PﾉﾗﾐWヴ Cが KｷWゲゲﾉｷﾐｪ Sが Vｷﾉﾉ┌ﾐｪWヴ Aが BWIﾆWヴ Hが Wデ ;ﾉく BCLどヲ MﾗSｷa┞ｷﾐｪ 
F;Iデﾗヴ ふBMFぶ Iゲ ; CWﾐデヴ;ﾉ RWｪ┌ﾉ;デﾗヴ ﾗa Aﾐﾗｷﾆｷゲ ｷﾐ H┌ﾏ;ﾐ IﾐデWゲデｷﾐ;ﾉ EヮｷデｴWﾉｷ;ﾉ CWﾉﾉゲく Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa 
BｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ CｴWﾏｷゲデヴ┞く ヲヰヱヱきヲΒヶふンヰぶぎヲヶヵンンどヴヰく 
Γく PﾗデデWﾐ CSが KWﾉﾉWデデ Mが RﾗHWヴデゲ SAが RW┘ DAが Wｷﾉゲﾗﾐ GDく MW;ゲ┌ヴWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa Iﾐ┗ｷ┗ﾗ PヴﾗﾉｷaWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ 
H┌ﾏ;ﾐ CﾗﾉﾗヴWIデ;ﾉ M┌Iﾗゲ; ┌ゲｷﾐｪ BヴﾗﾏﾗSWﾗ┝┞┌ヴｷSｷﾐWく G┌デく ヱΓΓヲきンンふヱぶぎΑヱどΒく 
ヱヰく S;ﾐゲﾗﾏ OJが RWWS KRが H;┞Wゲ AJが IヴWﾉ;ﾐS Hが Bヴｷﾐﾆﾏ;ﾐﾐ Hが NW┘デﾗﾐ IPが Wデ ;ﾉく Lﾗゲゲ ﾗa AヮI ｷﾐ ┗ｷ┗ﾗ 
ｷﾏﾏWSｷ;デWﾉ┞ ヮWヴデ┌ヴHゲ Wﾐデ ゲｷｪﾐ;ﾉｷﾐｪが SｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;デｷﾗﾐが ;ﾐS ﾏｷｪヴ;デｷﾗﾐく GWﾐWゲ わ DW┗WﾉﾗヮﾏWﾐデく 
ヲヰヰヴきヱΒふヱヲぶぎヱンΒヵどΓヰく 
ヱヱく Y;ﾏ;S; Sが Pﾗﾆ┌デデ; Sが DヴWWゲ Fが WWｷゲ WIが NWﾉゲﾗﾐ WJく DWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾐｪ デｴW I;SｴWヴｷﾐどI;デWﾐｷﾐど
;Iデｷﾐ IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝く CWﾉﾉく ヲヰヰヵきヱヲンふヵぶぎΒΒΓどΓヰヱく 
ヱヲく Tﾗﾏﾉｷﾐゲﾗﾐ IPMが BﾗSﾏWヴ WFく F;ｷﾉ┌ヴW ﾗa Pヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏﾏWS CWﾉﾉどDW;デｴ ;ﾐS DｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ 
C;┌ゲWゲ ﾗa T┌ﾏﾗヴゲ ど SﾗﾏW SｷﾏヮﾉW M;デｴWﾏ;デｷI;ﾉどMﾗSWﾉゲく PヴﾗIWWSｷﾐｪゲ ﾗa デｴW N;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ AI;SWﾏ┞ ﾗa 
SIｷWﾐIWゲ ﾗa デｴW UﾐｷデWS Sデ;デWゲ ﾗa AﾏWヴｷI;く ヱΓΓヵきΓヲふヲヴぶぎヱヱヱンヰどヴく 
ヱンく Sﾏ;ﾉﾉHﾗﾐW Kが CﾗヴaW BMく A ﾏ;デｴWﾏ;デｷI;ﾉ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa デｴW Iﾗﾉﾗﾐ Iヴ┞ヮデ I;ヮデ┌ヴｷﾐｪ Iﾗﾏヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ 
S┞ﾐ;ﾏｷI ｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ IWﾉﾉ デ┞ヮWゲく IﾐデWヴﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa E┝ヮWヴｷﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ P;デｴﾗﾉﾗｪ┞く 
ヲヰヱヴきΓヵふヱぶぎヱどΑく 
ヱヴく M┌ヴヴ;┞ PJが K;ﾐｪ JどWが Mｷヴ;ﾏゲ GRが Sｴｷﾐ SどYが B┞ヴﾐW HMが M;ｷﾐｷ PKが Wデ ;ﾉく MﾗSWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ Sヮ;デｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ 
RWｪ┌ﾉ;デWS HWデ;どC;デWﾐｷﾐ D┞ﾐ;ﾏｷIゲ ;ﾐS Iﾐ┗;ゲｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ IﾐデWゲデｷﾐ;ﾉ Cヴ┞ヮデゲく Bｷﾗヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉく 
ヲヰヱヰきΓΓふンぶぎΑヱヶどヲヵく 
ヱヵく Wﾗﾐｪ SYが Cｴｷ;ﾏ KHが Lｷﾏ CTが M;デゲ┌S;ｷヴ; Pく Cﾗﾏヮ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa IWﾉﾉ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐｷﾐｪぎ SｷヴWIデWS 
;ﾐS IﾗﾉﾉWIデｷ┗W ﾏｷｪヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW ｷﾐデWゲデｷﾐ;ﾉ Iヴ┞ヮデ WヮｷデｴWﾉｷ┌ﾏく Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa デｴW Rﾗ┞;ﾉ SﾗIｷWデ┞ IﾐデWヴa;IWく 
ヲヰヱヰきΑぎSンヵヱどSヶンく 
ヱヶく MWｷﾐWﾆW FAが PﾗデデWﾐ CSが LﾗWaaﾉWヴ Mく CWﾉﾉ ﾏｷｪヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ﾗヴｪ;ﾐｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW ｷﾐデWゲデｷﾐ;ﾉ Iヴ┞ヮデ 
┌ゲｷﾐｪ ; ﾉ;デデｷIWどaヴWW ﾏﾗSWﾉく CWﾉﾉ PヴﾗﾉｷaWヴ;デｷﾗﾐく ヲヰヰヱきンヴふヴぶぎヲヵンどヶヶく 
ヱΑく W;ﾉﾆWヴ DCが Sﾗ┌デｴｪ;デW Jく TｴW ┗ｷヴデ┌;ﾉ IWﾉﾉど; I;ﾐSｷS;デW IﾗどﾗヴSｷﾐ;デﾗヴ aﾗヴ ろﾏｷSSﾉWどﾗ┌デろ ﾏﾗSWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ 
ﾗa HｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏゲく BヴｷWaｷﾐｪゲ ｷﾐ Bｷﾗｷﾐaﾗヴﾏ;デｷIゲく ヲヰヰΓきヱヰふヴぶぎヴヵヰどヶヱく 
ヱΒく Mｷヴ;ﾏゲ GRが FﾉWデIｴWヴ AGが M;ｷﾐｷ PKが B┞ヴﾐW HMく A デｴWﾗヴWデｷI;ﾉ ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW WaaWIデ ﾗa 
ヮヴﾗﾉｷaWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ;SｴWゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ ﾏﾗﾐﾗIﾉﾗﾐ;ﾉ Iﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW IﾗﾉﾗﾐｷI Iヴ┞ヮデく Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa TｴWﾗヴWデｷI;ﾉ 
Bｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞く ヲヰヱヲきンヱヲぎヱヴンどヵヶく 
ヱΓく D┌ﾐﾐ SJが AヮヮﾉWデﾗﾐ PLが NWﾉゲﾗﾐ SAが N;デｴﾆW ISが G;┗;ｪｴ;ﾐ DJが OゲHﾗヴﾐW JMく A T┘ﾗどDｷﾏWﾐゲｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ 
MﾗSWﾉ ﾗa デｴW CﾗﾉﾗﾐｷI Cヴ┞ヮデ AIIﾗ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ デｴW RﾗﾉW ﾗa デｴW B;ゲWﾏWﾐデ MWﾏHヴ;ﾐW ;ﾐS PWヴｷIヴ┞ヮデ;ﾉ 
FｷHヴﾗHﾉ;ゲデ SｴW;デｴく Pﾉﾗゲ Cﾗﾏヮ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ Bｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞く ヲヰヱヲきΒふヵぶぎヲヰく 
ヲヰく Iﾐｪｴ;ﾏどDWﾏヮゲデWヴ Tが W;ﾉﾆWヴ DCが CﾗヴaW BMく Aﾐ ;ｪWﾐデどH;ゲWS ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa ;ﾐﾗｷﾆｷゲ ｷﾐ デｴW Iﾗﾉﾗﾐ 
Iヴ┞ヮデ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ ﾐﾗ┗Wﾉ WﾏWヴｪWﾐデ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴ IﾗﾐゲｷゲデWﾐデ ┘ｷデｴ HｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ﾗHゲWヴ┗;デｷﾗﾐゲく Rﾗ┞;ﾉ SﾗIｷWデ┞ OヮWﾐ 
SIｷWﾐIWぎ TｴW Rﾗ┞;ﾉ SﾗIｷWデ┞ P┌Hﾉｷゲｴｷﾐｪき ヲヰヱΑく 
ヲヱく EｷゲWﾐｴﾗaaWヴ GTが Lﾗaデ┌ゲ PDが Yﾗゲｴｷｪｷ Mが Oデゲ┌ﾐ; Hが CｴｷWﾐ CどBが MﾗヴIﾗゲ PAが Wデ ;ﾉく Cヴﾗ┘Sｷﾐｪ 
ｷﾐS┌IWゲ ﾉｷ┗W IWﾉﾉ W┝デヴ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐ ｴﾗﾏWﾗゲデ;デｷI IWﾉﾉ ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴゲ ｷﾐ WヮｷデｴWﾉｷ;く N;デ┌ヴWく 
ヲヰヱヲきヴΒヴふΑンΓヵぶぎヵヴヶどUヱΒンく 
ヲヲく ┗;ﾐ SWヴ W;デｴ RCが G;ヴSｷﾐWヴ BSが B┌ヴｪWゲゲ AWが Sﾏｷデｴ DWく CWﾉﾉ Oヴｪ;ﾐｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW CﾗﾉﾗﾐｷI 
Cヴ┞ヮデぎ A TｴWﾗヴWデｷI;ﾉ Cﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW PWSｷｪヴWW ;ﾐS NｷIｴW CﾗﾐIWヮデゲく Pﾉﾗゲ OﾐWく ヲヰヱンきΒふΓぶく 
ヲンく D┌ﾐﾐ SどJが N;WデｴﾆW ISが OゲHﾗヴﾐW JMく Cﾗﾏヮ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ MﾗSWﾉゲ RW┗W;ﾉ ; P;ゲゲｷ┗W MWIｴ;ﾐｷゲﾏ aﾗヴ 
CWﾉﾉ Mｷｪヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW Cヴ┞ヮデく Pﾉﾗゲ OﾐWく ヲヰヱンきΒふヱヱぶく 
ヲヴく FﾉWデIｴWヴ AGが BヴW┘;ヴS CJWが Cｴ;ヮﾏ;ﾐ SJく M;デｴWﾏ;デｷI;ﾉ ﾏﾗSWﾉｷﾐｪ ﾗa ﾏﾗﾐﾗIﾉﾗﾐ;ﾉ Iﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐ 
ｷﾐ デｴW IﾗﾉﾗﾐｷI Iヴ┞ヮデく Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa TｴWﾗヴWデｷI;ﾉ Bｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞く ヲヰヱヲきンヰヰぎヱヱΒどンンく 
ヲヵく Pｷﾐ Cが W;デゲﾗﾐ AJMが C;ヴSｷﾐｪ SRく MﾗSWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ デｴW Sヮ;デｷﾗどTWﾏヮﾗヴ;ﾉ CWﾉﾉ D┞ﾐ;ﾏｷIゲ RW┗W;ﾉゲ Nﾗ┗Wﾉ 
Iﾐゲｷｪｴデゲ ﾗﾐ CWﾉﾉ DｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS PヴﾗﾉｷaWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW Sﾏ;ﾉﾉ IﾐデWゲデｷﾐ;ﾉ Cヴ┞ヮデく Pﾉﾗゲ OﾐWく ヲヰヱヲきΑふヵぶく 
ヲヶく FWﾉﾉﾗ┌ゲ TGが MIDﾗﾐ;ﾉS SACが B┌ヴﾆWヴデ Jが H┌ﾏヮｴヴｷWゲ Aが Iゲﾉ;ﾏ Sが DWどAﾉ┘ｷゲ NMWが Wデ ;ﾉく A 
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9. Figure Captions 
Figure 1 The crypt. A The crypt is a structured cell factory with slow cycling stem cells at 
the bottom, rapidly cycling proliferative cells in the middle, and differentiated functional 
coloncytes at the top.  Cells migrate from bottom to top.  B Monoclonal conversion is a 
process whereby clonal expansion of a single stem cell eventually leads to all cells being 
clonal descendants of that original cell and hence carrying any mutation which existed in the 
original stem cell.  C Diagram of two cells interacting with each other and the basement 
membrane. 
Figure 2  Results. A Results of tracking a clonal population with no mechanic changes.  B 
Results of increased cell-extracellular matrix adhesion. C Results of increased drag due to 
increased membrane adhesion. D Results of reducing stem cell quiescent time. E Results of 
overall Apc Mutation.  In all figures: i) Visualistion from simulation with this mutation. ii) 
Absolute counts of mutated cells in crypt and flat mucosa over ten repeats. iii) Percentages 
of cells mutated in crypt and cells mutated in flat mucosa over ten repeats. 
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